You and your staff are excited because you’ve experienced Kagan’s transformational structures. You have seen them make a dramatic difference. Take the next step. Bring a Kagan Coach to your school!

Maximize success for each teacher, each classroom, and every student. The research is clear: Student achievement depends on teacher quality. Makes sense. What then is the best way to improve teacher quality?

Kagan Coaching is Kagan’s breakthrough approach to enhancing the full range of teacher skills with follow-up coaching. Through working with thousands of teachers, Kagan has developed a revolutionary coaching method that is transforming teaching and boosting student outcomes. Instead of just learning about improving instruction or even receiving feedback out of context after a lesson, Kagan Coaching offers teachers specific and immediate feedback as they teach. Kagan Structures have the power to make dramatic strides in engagement, thinking, and learning. Kagan Coaches help teachers implement powerful and proven Kagan Structures to create the maximum benefit for students.

Your Teacher-Friendly Kagan Coach Will...

• Observe and coach teachers as they use Kagan Structures.
• Ensure the critical elements to success are properly implemented.
• Offer constructive feedback in a non-threatening format.

“What a change the Kagan Structures have brought to Alice High School! Through extensive Kagan Coaching during implementation of Kagan Structures, teachers and students enjoyed learning together. In the credit recovery classes that were using Kagan teambuilding and academic structures, there was a reduction in the number of drop outs and failures. Kagan Structures have helped us to create classrooms of successful, active learners!”

Amy B. Koenning, Director of Secondary Education
Alice Independent School District, Texas